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Introduction and Summary of our Main Points   

   

The motivation for this piece is the 2021 Annual Reserve Management Survey by UBS  
(https://www.ubs.com/global/en/asset-management/global-sovereign- 
markets/reservemanagement-seminar-highlights-2021/27th-annual-reserve-
managementseminarsurvey.html) . Combining the results of that survey with some of our 
own analysis we conclude that:     

   

1. When it comes to the role of crypto in reserve operations, central bankers are as yet 
undecided.   

2. We see a clear trend over the past two or so decades of central banks including more and 
riskier assets in their toolbox.    

3. We think that existing crypto such as Bitcoin has a role to play in reserve management 
operations and that central banks could use it to their benefit in the current environment.   

4. We think that the introduction of Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) and the possible 
risk of disintermediation of the banking system could benefit, rather than endanger, 
financial stability.    

5. We believe that the introduction of CBDCs will not “antagonize” or be a threat to existing 
crypto. A more likely scenario is for CBDCs to complement other cryptocurrencies.   

   

Let’s have a closer look at the above points:   

   

When it comes to the role of crypto in reserve operations, central bankers are as yet undecided.   

   

There are two kinds of crypto mentioned in the UBS survey. The first one is existing crypto, such as 
Bitcoin, and the second one is the, so called, Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) that are either 
planned or, in the case of China, currently trialled. We think that it’s very important to distinguish 
between the two in order to derive useful conclusions from the UBS report. When asked what the 
investment implications of a CBDC introduction would be 57% of participants said they expected no 
meaningful impact.  On the other hand, when asked about cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin 83% of 
survey participants responded that investing in it would help them build up knowledge in this nascent 
space. As a result we think that, as far as Bitcoin and similar crypto is concerned, a critical mass of 
understanding/knowledge needs to be established by central banks before they decide on how to best 
proceed.  



 
 

 

   

We see a clear trend over the past two or so decades of central banks including more and riskier 
assets in their toolbox.    

   

UBS has been conducting its Annual Reserve Manager survey for 27 years. In our opinion one of its 
most important findings is the trend to include more and riskier assets in the mix of instruments used 
in central bank reserve operations. Back in 1998 central banks were mainly using just three 
instruments: Sovereign Eurobonds, Supranationals and US agency bonds. During 2021, on the other 
end of the spectrum, the mix has become so diverse that it now includes corporate debt, equities, 
private equity and hedge funds. According to UBS, corporate debt was approved as a reserve 
management instrument by just 10% of institutions in 1998. That figure has jumped to 73% in 2021. 
Equities were used in reserve management by 2% of institutions in 2003 (the earliest observation 
including equities in the survey) but are now an approved instrument in 42% of institutions. The use 
of these riskier assets by central banks is at times such that it attracts the headlines of the press. The 
Swiss National Bank, for example, in an attempt to manage the strength of the CHF bought billions of 
dollars of US equities: (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/20210806/swiss-central-bank-s-
hoard-of-foreign-exchange-tops-1-trillion). During the COVID bear market of 2020 the FED bought 
billions of dollars of LQD shares, the investment grade corporate debt ETF, which at the time was 
trading at a discount to its net asset value (NAV):  
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-29/fed-becomes-no-3-holder-of-
worldsbiggest-corporate-bond-etf). In doing so the FED defended market stability by effectively 
becoming a liquidity provider of last resort in corporate debt.   

   

We think that existing crypto such as Bitcoin has a role to play in reserve management operations 
and that central banks could use it to their benefit in the current environment.   

   

When asked what their main concerns are in investing their FX reserves, 86% of respondents said low 
or negative yields and 64% mentioned rising US interest rates or inflation. According to UBS, 46% said 
that return maximization is a key objective and although 29% indicated that no negative returns are 
tolerated 24% responded that they tolerate drawdowns of up to 5% with a further 18% saying they 
allow for drawdowns of up to 10%. Their second highest motivation for investing in cryptocurrencies 
like Bitcoin would be crypto’s potential as an uncorrelated asset (28% of respondents), after building 
up knowledge about crypto, as mentioned above (86% of respondents).    

We think that these findings coupled with the more general trend of central banks to expand into 
more and risker asset classes mean that there is a role for crypto such as Bitcoin in central bank reserve 
management operations. It is true that crypto is more volatile than other “traditional” financial 
instruments but that volatility shows the same typical characteristics as any other securitised asset 
and can be managed in exactly the same way. For example, deciding on a level of exposure to crypto 
and then managing its volatility seems a much “humbler”, and therefore likely to succeed, approach 
than trying to predict its future performance or even whether it will implode as an asset or not.    

To illustrate the point, we put together a typical 60/40 stock/bond portfolio covering the period from 
the start of 2015 to November 2021. We used the Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund ETF (VTI) 
as a proxy of stock market performance and the iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT) as a proxy 



 
 

 

for bonds. When adding a small allocation of 2% in Bitcoin the resulting portfolio of 59%_39%_2% had 
the same volatility of around 10% but improved returns, from 11.5% to 13.6%. Its risk adjusted return 
went up from 1.13 to 1.31 or a 16% improvement. A central bank will have exposure to a much less 
volatile portfolio so the impact would be much more dramatic. By way of example, a hypothetical 
portfolio comprising of 60% US bonds (TLT ETF), 20% gold (GLD ETF), 10% investment grade corporates 
(LQD ETF) and 10% stocks (VTI ETF) would show a 29% improvement in its risk adjusted returns after 
including a 2% Bitcoin allocation (resulting portfolio weights of 60%_20%_9%_9%_2% respectively). 
In this example, again, the volatility of our portfolio remained the same as the “no-Bitcoin” portfolio 
but returns increased from 6.3% to 8.3%. One can see similar benefits in portfolios with other 
combinations of assets, particularly when their fixed income allocation is larger and their overall risk 
lower.   

   

We think that the introduction of Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) and the possible risk of 
disintermediation of the banking system could benefit, rather than endanger, financial stability.    

   

When it comes to Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) the UBS survey makes a distinction between 
widely available retail digital currencies on the one hand and more restricted and only accessible by 
other financial institutions or wholesale CBDCs on the other. According to UBS, 61% of respondents 
expect a G7 central bank to launch a retail CBDC within the next 5 years and 82% of them expect the 
launch of a wholesale one within that same period of time. However, 71% of respondents think that 
the biggest threat coming from CBDCs is the risk of disintermediation of the banking system with a 
potentially negative impact on financial stability. So, it seems that the majority of institutions expect 
the launch of CBDCs but see them as a potential threat to financial stability.   

At present, the most important tool central banks across the globe have at their disposal, in their 
attempt to maintain financial stability, is probably the latest Basel Accord. By making use of capital 
adequacy ratios these accords try to control the maximum supply of credit in the system and the 
leverage of financial institutions. In its simplest form these capital requirements could be effective 
means of credit control. In reality however, the rules dictating capital requirements have always relied 
on two rather controversial practices:   

 The first one is the so called “risk weighting” of bank assets. The decision of which asset should be 
included in the calculation and what the appropriate risk weighting for it is leads to countless 
permutations and revisions which are reflected in the complexity of the existing rules.   

 The second controversial practice is assigning zero risk to government debt of OECD countries. Some 
critics have said that this may give wrong incentives to profligate governments but also to banking 
institutions which could buy an enormous amount of government debt with their capital ratios largely 
unaffected. The return from such purchases can be very high provided they can sell those bonds at a 
profit, almost any profit. The practice continues today some ten years after the “sovereign debt crisis” 
which followed soon after the “subprime crisis”.   

On the other hand, a central bank that launches a CBDC that allows any user to open an account and 
deposit funds directly with that institution could be creating an effective counterweight to commercial 
banks at risk of becoming “too big to fail”. The optionality this feature affords could not only improve 
financial stability but also lead to higher corporate governance standards in the financial industry in 
general, rather than potentially rewarding risk seeking behaviour at the heart of these institutions 



 
 

 

through government funded bailouts. Widespread use of accounts and deposits directly with the 
central bank may be an unlikely scenario, particularly for a G7 economy, but, in our opinion, the point 
remains, bank disintermediation may not necessarily endanger financial stability, quite the opposite. 
A digital currency could be an efficient and effective way to achieve that, provided there is will by 
central bankers to move in that direction.  

   

We believe that the introduction of CDBCs will not antagonize or be a threat to existing crypto. A 
more likely scenario is for CDBCs to complement other cryptocurrencies.   

   

According to UBS 71% of respondents would prefer centralised rather than distributed ledger 
technology (DLT) as the back-end architecture of their CBDC. There is also a significant percentage of 
institutions (24%) that wishes to launch wholesale CBDCs only accessible by other financial 
institutions. On the other hand, existing crypto such as Bitcoin is based on decentralised, “trustless” 
and open to everyone architectures. We also understand that a CBDC will likely be a mirror image of 
existing “fiat” currencies and therefore subject to the same currency debasement risks existing crypto 
such as Bitcoin wishes to counter. Based on the above, we think that introducing CBDCs will likely 
complement rather than threaten or antagonise existing cryptocurrencies.   

   
 


